


WHAT IS DEPTH SEMBLANCE
Tsunami’s depth semblance tool allows the user to manually update velocity models by estimating 
the residual NMO needed to correctly flatten a gather in depth. The user can pick interval velocities 
and epsilon values at the same time to correctly flatten a gather. Additionally, the user may input 
a stacked section produced from the initial gathers in order to check how the structure changes.

DATA REQUIREMENTS

Depth semblance requires migrated gathers in depth and an interval velocity model to be used.  
Optionally, the user may also give the corresponding stacked data, delta and epsilon models.  Velocity 
model and epsilon model picks from previous sessions may also be loaded to continue a session.



Figure 1: Depth Semblance Input Panel Click to Enlarge

Click to Enlarge



After inputting all the required and optional files the user may begin picking. Tools are available to adjust 
the  semblance clouds, display input and output curves, and keep track of previously picked locations.

Click to EnlargeFigure 3: Display options panel. Marking a check box will update the corresponding display to show the desired attribute. Clicking on the 
properties button across from the attribute check box allows the user to change display properties for each attribute.



Click to EnlargeFigure 4: Output Tools Panel

The output tools panel, shown on the left in Figure 4, allows the user to generate the new 
velocity/epsilon model as well as specify the desired output interpolation method. The user 
may choose to output to the viewer for QC purposes or save to disk when picking is completed.



The location and color tuner panels are shown on the left. Specify Inline/Xline to jump to 
that gather for velocity updating. Click the “update pick list” to show what gathers have been 
picked on and what was picked (pink= velocity and epsilon, red= velocity, blue= epsilon). 
Adjust the brightness of the semblance clouds by adjusting the min/max amplitude slider bars.

Figure 5: Location and Color Tuner Panels Click to Enlarge



Tsunami’s depth semblance plug-in has is more than just a semblance velocity tool. It allows the user to quickly 
see the affects on current structure with the new models. The plug-in can output user picked velocity models or 
blend the handpicked velocities with the existing model. Most importantly, picking is done in the depth domain 
giving the user a very clear idea of how the depth image will change when using the new models for remigration.

Panels from left to right: Updated gather, velocity semblance, epsilon semblance, updated stack (Inline view left, Xline view right). Click to Enlarge



Tsunami Contact Information

North America
10111 Richmond Ave.

Suite 230
Houston, Texas 77042

713.532.5006

South America
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+57 313.4599.294

Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia
Franz-Ulrich-Str 18A

34117
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+49 (0) 151.547.877.54
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